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Each of us is a being in himself and a being in society, each of us
needs to understand himself and understand others, take care of
others and be taken care of himself. — Haniel Clark Long

❞
Community connections
for individual
health and
happiness

Hanging out with the neighbors.
Supporting local businesses.
Volunteering for area causes.
These are all examples of
what it means to
have a sense of
community.

Having a sense of community is:
• A basic, essential human need (even if you’re
the independent type).
• An awareness of your connection with other
people, which you need for your overall wellbeing.
• Experiencing life with others — family,
friends, co-workers, neighbors, etc.
Psychologist Seymour B. Sarason, who coined
the term, concluded that a sense of community
is everywhere, and lack of sense of community
contributes to human misery.
In this day and age, community has
come to mean broader groups of
individuals, not just the people
who live physically close to
you. And, although online
communities and other
groups are fine and
beneficial, remember
to connect with family,
friends, co-workers,
neighbors, individuals
in need, and local
businesses near
where you live
and work.
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Find out more about
fostering your sense
of local community.
• Learning to become a locavore
Eating locally grown and produced
foods Pg. 2

• A neighborly stroll
Starting a walking group Pg. 3

• Finding help for healthcare when
you can’t afford it
Accessing local medical programs Pg. 4

• Be giving to get more out of life
Finding community volunteering
opportunities Pg. 5

• Keeping your spending money
close to home by using the
3/50 approach
Supporting local businesses Pg. 6

Plus...
Buddy check
Borrow an idea from your youth when
you’re considering a positive lifestyle
change. Pg. 7

Seeing is believing
Knowing what a portion size looks like
can help with weight control. Use common
items as visuals. Pg. 8

“It’s really important to be
active in your community,
whatever community that is...
find allies and find people who
you relate to and who make
you stronger as a group."
— Katie Leclerc

OuterAisleFresh:

Learning to
become a locavore
Your C
Connect With

ommunity

Locavore: (lo-ca-vore), noun, one who
eats foods grown locally whenever possible
Eating local foods can be a good thing for
your health and the community.
• Locally grown produce may be fresher than
fruits and vegetables shipped from far-off places.
Typically, what you buy at a local farmers market,
for instance, is picked within a day or two of it hitting
the farmer’s stand instead of being in transit for days
or weeks. Freshness can affect taste and nutritional value.
• Buying local means more money stays in the local economy.
You can support the locavore movement by buying more food
from local farmers markets and community-supported agriculture (CSA) programs.You can also ask your local grocery
store manager to use more local suppliers to stock store shelves.
To get started eating more locally, choose five foods that
you can buy locally. Fruits and vegetables grown throughout the continental United States include apples,
root vegetables, lettuce, herbs, and greens. In most
places, you can also find meat, poultry, eggs, milk,
and cheese — all grown, harvested, and
produced close to home.
For a directory of farmers markets, CSAs, and other
local food vendor options, go to Aug.HopeHealth.com
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Time to celebrate the
beloved sandwich
August is National Sandwich
Month. Yep, that’s right. We have
an entire month devoted to one
of America’s most popular midday meals.
Whether a sandwich is good for you
depends entirely on what it includes.
Here’s a four-part formula for keeping
yours as nutritious and delicious as
possible.
1. Bread: Think whole-grain, with
at least 3 grams of fiber per serving.
2. Lean protein: Opt for chicken,
turkey, ham, hummus, and/or lowfat cheese. Pay attention to sodium
content in any prepackaged and/or
deli meats. Look for varieties low in
sodium, or cook, slice, and store your
own sandwich meats to have on hand.
3. Vegetables: Consider including
tomatoes, fresh greens, onions, and/or
peppers.
4. Condiments: Spread on some lowfat selections, such as mustard, honey
mustard, or light salad dressing.

GetMoving:

Why am I so sore?
Do you ever wake up sore the day after working out —
particularly if you’re doing something that your
body hasn’t done recently or ever at all?
Delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) usually begins 12 to 24
hours after the exercise and peaks anywhere from 24 to 72
hours following the physical activity.

Here are just a few ways you
can burn roughly 100 calories.
The exact number of calories you
burn will vary, depending on your
weight and the intensity at which
you do the activity. The higher the
intensity and the more you weigh,
the less time it will require for the
burn.
• Tread water in a pool for
15 minutes
• Walk uphill for 15 minutes
• Paint a room for 15 minutes
• Wash and wax your car for
20 minutes
• Push a young child in a stroller
for 30 minutes
• Take a dog for a 30-minute walk

During exercise, microscopic damage
can occur to muscle fibers. DOMS is
a side effect of the fiber-repair process.
Although you can use ice packs,
massage, and oral painkillers to
reduce soreness and other symptoms, time is what’s needed to
heal muscles themselves.

You may prevent DOMS by:

Source: American Diabetes Association

• Easing into new exercise
slowly. Give your muscles time
to get used to the new stress
placed on them.
• Letting your muscles rest and recover for
a day or two after any new exercise program.
Source: American College of Sports Medicine
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Everyday ways to
burn 100 calories

“Walk your dog for
30 minutes a day whether
you have one or not.”
— Author Unknown

ommunity

A neighborly stroll
Getting to know your neighbors better and exercising can
go hand in hand, or, in the case of walking, foot to foot.

Organizing a neighborhood walking group is as simple as 1, 2, 3.

1

Decide on whom you want to invite. Do you want to ask your
immediate neighbors or everyone on your block or in your
building/complex? Watch the number, though.You don’t want the
group to get so big that it becomes unmanageable and you don’t
have enough room for everyone on your walk’s path.

2
3

Set a time. When do you want to walk — in the morning, during the day,
or in the evening? How often — daily, every other day, twice a week?
Select a route or routes. Will you walk in the neighborhood, in a
park, along a trail, or at the mall? How far or how long will you go —
a mile, two, a half hour, an hour? What about inclement weather?
Will you meet indoors and where — at a mall, at a school where
you could walk the hallways, or at an indoor community center
or university walking track?
For downloadable walking club tips, go to Aug.HopeHealth.com
Source: American Heart Association
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What to do
when you
get a boo-boo

ur Community

Finding help for
healthcare when you
can’t afford it
NeedyMeds (NeedyMeds.org) is a
non-profit resource to help people
locate programs to help pay for
medication and other healthcare
costs.

The organization’s mission:
Source: American
Academy of Family Physicians

Summertime is prime time for cuts, scrapes, and minor punctures. Knowing how to
best treat these common skin injuries can make all the difference in how they heal.
Cleaning the wound
• Clean a cut, scrape, or puncture with cool, clean water. Avoid using stronger
cleansing solutions, such as hydrogen peroxide or iodine, which can irritate
the wound.
• Then, use soap and a soft washcloth to clean the skin surrounding the
wound. Try to keep the soap from the wound itself.
• Use tweezers, cleaned with rubbing alcohol, to remove any remaining dirt.

Dealing with any bleeding
Most small cuts and scrapes stop bleeding in a short time. Those on the face,
head, or mouth may take a bit longer.
• To stop bleeding, apply firm, gentle pressure on the cut using a clean cloth,
tissue, or gauze.
• If the blood soaks through the gauze or
To find out more about caring
cloth, don’t take it off. Put more gauze or another
for wounds and when you should
cloth on top and apply more pressure for up to 20
contact your doctor about a wound,
to 30 minutes. If the wound is on an arm or leg, raising
go to Aug.HopeHealth.com
Source:
U.S. Food
it
above
yourandheart can also help slow the bleeding.

• To be a reliable source of information on programs that help people who
face problems paying for medications
and healthcare
• To assist those in need in applying
to programs
• To provide health-related education

Go to NeedyMeds.org to find
resources on:
• Patient Assistance Programs
(PAPs) that provide medicine at no
cost or at a discount to those who
qualify
• Free/low-cost/sliding-scale clinics
(medical and dental)
• Coupons, rebates, and trial sizes of
medications
• State programs
• Camps and scholarships based on
medical diagnosis
Source: NeedyMeds

Drug Administration

Who doesn’t want a bright, white smile?
Many people place a high value on a smile. And what’s the key to a great smile?
When respondents to an American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry survey were asked,
the most common response was whiter, brighter teeth.
To achieve just that, many people consider teeth whitening. Here is what you need to know:
• There are two main ways to whiten teeth. Bleaching products can change the
natural tooth color by helping to remove deep and surface stains. Non-bleaching products
help remove surface stains only.
• There are many product options, including gels placed in trays that cover teeth,
paint-on materials, bleaching strips, and others.
• The level and type of active ingredients vary from product to product.
Because everyone has different issues and needs, the American Dental Association recommends
first consulting with a dentist, especially if you have fillings, crowns, and/or extremely dark stains.
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Sources:
American Academy
of Cosmetic Dentistry;
American Dental Association
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Be giving to
get more
out of life
Volunteering for a community
organization can really help
individuals and causes in your
area and, at the same time, be
a personally rewarding experience.
To help you find a good fit to meet your needs
and interests, you may want to check out:
• VolunteerMatch.org: Simply type in your ZIP code
and a keyword about the kind of volunteer work you want to do.
You can then send a message directly from the Website to the organization’s
volunteer coordinator, expressing your interest, if you find a potentially good fit.
• Idealist.org: You can drill down to the exact type of volunteer opportunities
you’re looking for, after you type your area into the search box. This site also
provides available jobs and internships in non-profit areas.
• HandsOnNetwork.org: Similar to the other sites, it allows you to type in
your location to find opportunities. In addition, the site has a “Volunteer Action
Centers” link that you can contact for help finding opportunities that may not be
listed. The HandsOnNetwork.org site also includes a feature to contact someone
within the organization who can help a company set up a customized employee
volunteer program.

Bringing personality to
a boring cubicle
Want to spruce up your workspace to
make it more “homey”? Here are some
ideas that go beyond the standard family and friend photos. Before you add
any personal décor touches, though,
check with a supervisor to make sure
your ideas are OK under company
policies.
• Go green. Bring in a small plant —
either live or artificial. If you opt for a
live plant, be sure it’s shade-tolerant if
your cubicle isn’t near natural sunlight.
A few good options include English Ivy,
the Inch Plant, and the Jade Plant.
• Post some inspirational quotes.
Search online to find one to fit your
needs and goals, type it into a document, print the file, and post it.
Frequently switch quotes.
• Bring in a pillow for your chair.
A pillow can add a pop of color or
interest to a standard office chair and
provide extra back support.

Write down your top two
expectations for your spouse or
significant other/partner and
communicate them to him or her.
If your partner doesn’t know what
your expectations are, how can
he or she meet them?

Have an extra 10 minutes?
Instead of using the time to check your social-media accounts
or play games on your phone, make the most of the few minutes
by decluttering your home:
• Towels: Toss any ratty-looking ones… or better yet, donate them to an animal
shelter, which is usually grateful for the supplies.
• Books: Go through all your titles, asking yourself if you plan to read them
or reread them? If not, share them with friends or take the books to a charity,
nursing home, etc., so the books can be enjoyed instead of taking up room
and collecting dust.
For more decluttering ideas, go to Aug.HopeHealth.com
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FiscalFitness:

What does FDIC-insured
really mean?

You undoubtedly have heard or
seen the term before.

But, have you ever thought about or learned what the insurance covers and
doesn’t cover, and why you should care?
FDIC stands for Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, a program of the federal
government. FDIC insurance comes automatically with certain accounts and
financial products if your bank or financial institution is FDIC-insured. The
standard insurance is $250,000 for each depositor, at each insured bank, for each
account ownership category.

FDIC insurance covers

FDIC insurance does not cover

• Checking accounts
• Negotiable Order of Withdrawal (NOW) accounts
• Savings accounts
• Money Market Deposit Accounts (MMDAs)
• Time deposits, such as Certificates of Deposit (CDs)
• Cashier’s checks, money orders, and other official
items issued by a bank

• Stock investments • Bond investments
• Mutual funds • Life insurance policies
• Annuities • Municipal securities
• Safe deposit box contents
• U.S. Treasury bills, bonds, or notes
Source: Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC)

Quick phone calls could
save you thousands
If you’re tired of paying more and
more for ongoing monthly expenses,
have you ever tried asking if you’re
eligible for a cost-saving offer or fee
reduction?
Here are a few companies with
which you might be able to save:
1. Cell phone
2. Cable
3. Internet
4. Credit cards
5. Insurance
6. Gym
Call to try to negotiate a lower bill.
You may start out with:
• “I’ve been a customer for a long
time…”
• “I’d hate to have to switch…”
• “Are there any discounts or
bundled services that can save me
money?”

Keeping your spending money
close to home by using the 3/50 approach

You
Connect With

r Community

Buying locally is not a new concept. In fact, it’s the way our ancestors
approached life… because they had no other choice.
Today, we are fortunate to have an overwhelming number of options when it
comes to where we spend our hard-earned money. For many people, the ease
of e-commerce and the convenience of carry-everything-under-the-sun supercenters mean local, independent businesses often struggle to compete.
If you want to help support the local economy, consider embracing the 3/50
approach — a movement that started a few years back.

Here’s how it works:
• Ask yourself what three independently, locally owned businesses would
you miss if they disappeared?
• Vow to spend at least $50, collectively, each month at these three businesses, whether restaurants, hardware stores, bookstores, coffee shops,
clothing stores, gift shops, floral shops, etc.
On average, for every $100 spent at a locally owned business, $68 returns to
the community through taxes, payroll, and other expenditures. By comparison,
spending at a national chain keeps $43 in the community. With online retailers,
likely none of the $100 remains in the local economy.
Source: The 3/50 Project
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IssueInsight:

Buddy check

Jennie Schuman is probably a lot like you. She juggles
work and family commitments, and tries to squeeze
healthy living into her hectic schedule when she can.
Follow along on Jennie’s Health Journey.

Remember when you were a kid at summer camp swimming, and you had to
abruptly stop to grab your buddy’s hand when the lifeguard yelled,“Buddy Check”?
Even though you got annoyed that you had to stop playing Marco Polo and hold
someone’s hand, the buddy check was a necessary safety measure.
As grown-ups, the need for a buddy
check still applies, but in a different
way. We all need someone else to
be accountable to, especially
when working out or losing
weight. Pairing up with another
person with the same goals
increases our chance of
success.

Go to
Aug.HopeHealth.com
for more about having
a lifestyle-change buddy.

Your Source for
Tool Cool
Tools &
Resources
Box
Go to Aug.HopeHealth.com to find:
• More information on caring for a wound
• A link to a directory to find local food sources
near you
• Walking club tips
• A link to decluttering ideas
• The rest of Jennie’s story
• This issue’s crossword puzzle answer key
Scan the QuickResponse Code with
your smartphone.

find us on

Facebook
Facebook.com/HopeHealthToolbox
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Crossword
Workout —
Find out how well you
know the health topics
covered in this issue of
the newsletter.
DOWN

13
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ACROSS
1. To help with food portion control, serve meals on this type of plate
2. Items you could donate to an animal shelter
4. An ongoing, monthly expense that you might be able to negotiate
a lower bill for
6. Abbreviation for a type of soreness after exercise
7. A person who eats foods grown locally whenever possible
8. A federal organization that provides insurance for certain financial
accounts at participating banks and financial institutions (abbrev.)
9. Lack of sense of community contributes to this
11. A type of plant that does well in the shade/indoors
12. Consult with a dentist before using teeth-whitening products,
especially if you have these
13. An organization that helps people locate programs to help with
healthcare costs
14. With this type of retailer, likely none of the money you spend with
it stays in the local economy

1. Pay attention to this in
prepackaged/deli meat
3. Doing this with a dog for 30
minutes could burn 100 calories
5. A personally rewarding experience
that helps a community
10. Avoid using this to clean out a
wound
For the crossword puzzle
answer key, go to
Aug.HopeHealth.com

If you have a question or comment on a story,
or a suggestion for topics you’d like
to see covered in a future issue
of the newsletter, leave a comment
on our Facebook page.
The information in this publication is meant to complement the advice
of your healthcare providers, not to replace it. Before making any major
changes in your medications, diet, or exercise, talk to your doctor.
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Keep your home cooler by closing vents in your
basement or the lowest part of your home.
This will force the cool air up.
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YourHealthMatters:

Before you have to say
goodbye to summer
Although fall doesn’t officially start until Sept. 23, August has traditionally been
the Sunday of summer. With that in mind, don’t let the season slip by without
taking in all it has to offer.
August 1 – 7: Go swimming — either at a lake, pond, river, or pool. Just be sure you
apply water-proof sunscreen every two hours.
August 8 – 14: Head to a local farmers market to soak in the atmosphere and
stock up on fresh produce and other goodies.
August 15 – 21: See if there’s an outdoor concert or festival near you.
If so, plan to attend.
August 22 – 31: Throw a picnic or barbecue. Invite friends and family.

Weight Control

Seeing is believing
How much you eat has a lot to do with how well you can manage your
weight. The key is keeping portions in check so you don’t overdo anything.
If you have trouble knowing what a portion size looks like, consider using
what you know about the size of common items as visuals.
• 1 Tbsp. mayonnaise = a poker chip • 1 tsp. butter = a postage stamp
• 2 Tbsp. salad dressing = a golf ball • 4-inch diameter pancake = a CD
• 1 medium potato = a computer mouse • 1 cup of fruits or vegetables = a baseball
• 1/2 cup ice cream = two ping-pong balls • 3 ounces of lean meat = a deck of cards
Many people who are successful with portion control recommend serving meals
on small plates. These people end up serving
themselves less food because they have less
room on their plates.

“How old would you be if
you didn’t know how old
you were?”
— Satchel Paige
“Swallow your pride
occasionally,
it’s non-fattening!”
— Author Unknown
“Procrastination is
the art of keeping up with
yesterday.”
— Don Marquis
“The odds of going to the
store for a loaf of bread
and coming out with
only a loaf of bread are
three billion to one.”
— Erma Bombeck
“Home is where you
hang your @.”
— Author Unknown
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